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Abstract — Strict power and form factor requirements of
miniaturized IoT wearable devices have introduced severe
challenges in equipping them with multi-band cellular IoT
connectivity. The antenna front-end renders the primary obstacle
since supporting narrow and multi-band cellular connectivity
requires a range with extensive coverage and high selectivity.
This fact, in turn, would require a larger antenna and multiband
filtering. Recently, high-Q tunable antennas have shown great
potential in eliminating multiband filtering. However, their
coverage and tuning range in small dimensions has proved to
be inadequate to present a global coverage. This paper proposes
a novel tunable antenna front-end architecture to address this
problem. The proposed architecture benefits a dual-band, high-Q
and tunable antenna in conjunction with tunable filters to cover
a large variety of LTE-M bands in the resolution of 700 MHz to
2155 MHz including bands: 3, 4, 12, 13, 17 and 20. The design and
implementation are discussed in detail, and related measurements
are presented to prove the tuning capability.
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matching networks, LTE-M, reconfigurable front-ends, tunable
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I. INTRODUCTION

IoT is a significant revolution in the telecommunication
industry. It is estimated that the number of connected devices
will grow from 780 million in 2016 to 3.3 billion by 2021
[1]. This figure includes low-power, small-size devices such
as wireless sensor nodes, wearable gadgets, and healthcare
appliances. Connectivity of such devices has been defined
under a separate communication technology, named as low
power wireless area network (LPWAN). Compared to LTE
and GSM technologies, this standard provides lower data
rates and narrower bandwidths. LPWAN technologies, such
as LoRa and SigFox has offered flexible connectivity in
unlicensed bands. However, their covered area is bounded
to locations with specific infrastructures, and extending their
coverage would require new hardware installation on existing
base stations. This requirement has decelerated their take-up
in the global market. On the other hand, alternative cellular
communication has already provided worldwide coverage and
can be an excellent candidate for LPWAN. Therefore, in
2015, third generation partnership project (3GPP) announced
new categories LTE-Cat M1 [2] to provide low-power
cellular connectivity across the world. LTE Cat M1 (LTE-M)
provides 1.4 MHz bandwidth and operates in both half-duplex
and full-duplex schemes. LTE-M half-duplex is a proper
communication standard for low power and small-size devices.

Figure 1. proposed front-end architecture with a dual-band reconfigurable
antenna and tunable filters for LTE-M standard.

Table 1 [2], demonstrates initially specified bands for
LTE-M. Different bands are used in different regions and,
global operation requires to cover the majority of the
introduced bands; which in turn, demands a multi-band
antenna front-end. To achieve such a front-end one must use a
wide-band antenna along with band dedicated surface acoustic
wave (SAW) filters. However, in small devices, implementing
such a wide-band antenna is challenging. Furthermore, the use
of multiple band-dedicated filters is limited by both form factor
and power requirements. During recent years, the advantage
of using reconfigurable, high-Q antennas in reducing form
factor and power consumption of the multi-band front-ends
has been investigated [3]–[7]. For the first time, in [3] a pair
of tunable planar inverted-F (PIFA) antennas for RX and TX
modules of a full-duplex transceiver was implemented. This
work definitively proves that built-in filtering provided by
high-Q antennas could contribute effectively in the filtering
process relaxing or satisfying filtering requirements. However,
the limited range coverage of this technique remains an
unsolved problem. This paper investigates the limited coverage
challenge and provides a novel LTE-M half-duplex front-end
architecture as the proposed solution. In section II the design
and implementation of tunable front-end are presented. Section
III offers practical measurement results, and section IV
discloses the summary of the work.

Table 1. Some of proposed bands for LTE-M communication standard [2].

Bands Uplink (MHz) Downlink (MHz)
12 699-716 729-746
17 704-716 734-746
13 777-787 746-756
20 832-862 791-821
3 1710-1785 1805-1880
4 1710-1755 2110-2155



II. TUNABLE FRONT-END

Despite the significant advantage of implementing tunable
High-Q antennas to eliminate the need for multiple filters;
the tuning range of such antennas is an obstacle yet to cover
a high number of cellular bands. Since covering all desired
LTE-M bands would require a tuning range of 1456 MHz,
and achieving more than 300 MHz tuning range in small
form factors is challenging [3], [6]. Therefore, the practical
solution must involve additional techniques. The proposed
LTE-M bands can be categorized into three regions. The first
region (low bands) includes bands 12,17,13 and 20 which are
located in lower frequencies. The maximum frequency offset
between bands is 163 MHz. The second region contains bands
3 and 4 UL where the maximum frequency offset between
bands is 170 MHz. The last section only includes band 4
DL which is at least 200 MHz away from bands 3 and 4
UL. This paper proposes to use two different techniques to
cover the entire bands with a single and small antenna. As
shown in Fig. 1, the front-end benefits from a dual-band,
high-Q and reconfigurable antenna integrated with tunable
filters. In this case, low and high bands which require less
than 200 MHz tuning range, can be covered by tunable antenna
where the matching networks contribute to match and attenuate
the unwanted resonances. As, when the front-end operates in
low bands, low-pass matching circuit attenuates the high-band
resonances, and when the front-end operates in high bands, the
band-pass matching circuit is selected to suppress the low-band
resonances. However, the use of band 4 DL requires an extra
technique since this band stands at least 200 MHz away from
bands 3 and 4 UL. Covering both of bands 3 and 4 with
the same antenna would require a tuning range of 445 MHz,
which in small form factors is not practical. Therefore, the
front-end utilizes a different mechanism to cover band 4 DL
separately. Consequently, when the front-end operates in band
4 DL, the dominant resonance frequency is determined by
the band-pass matching network. This technique provides a
lossy solution since it does not tune the efficiency peak of the
antenna. However, due to the natural behavior of small-size
high-Q antennas, they offer lower efficiency performance in
lower frequencies [8], [9]. Therefore, the performance of lossy
solutions in higher frequencies still stands within an acceptable
range, when compared to that of the lower bands.

A. Tunable antenna

The front-end includes a dual-band frequency
reconfigurable inverted-F antenna (IFA). Since the natural
resonance of such antennas is inversely proportional to their
physical length. Therefore, to miniaturize its volume, the IFA
antenna is implemented in spiral configuration [10]. The total
length of the antenna determines the low-band resonance and
length of the spiral area specifies and the high band resonance.
The determined natural resonances can be tuned by aperture
tuning technique where the total reactance of the antenna is
altered through the tunable capacitor integrated within the
radiating element. Digitally tunable capacitors (DTCs) [11],
MEMS capacitor switches [12] and varactor

Figure 2. Schematics of the designed tunable dual-band IFA antenna.

Figure 3. Measured input reflection when aperture tuner adjusts low bands.

Figure 4. Measured input reflection when aperture tuner adjusts high bands.

diodes [13] are among the most common components for
aperture tuning. However, due to the non-linear performance
rendered by varactors and required higher controlling voltage
in MEMS switches, DTCs are more favorable options for
small-size IoT applications. However, their tuning range and
tuning ratio are limited. In this paper, we have used an RF
switch (Peregrine, PE613050) and lumped capacitors to avoid
any limitation on valuing tuning capacitors. As shown in Fig.
2, an LC circuit used as the aperture tuner circuit which
includes two Single-Port, 4-Throw (SP4T) switches (Peregrine,
PE613050) with eight fixed capacitors and a lumped inductor
(22 nH). Capacitors of the aperture tuner in low band range
from 0.1 pF to 1 pF, and for the high band they vary
from 0.1 pF to 10 pF. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, demonstrate the
measured reflection coefficient of the antenna when aperture



tuner utilizes the described capacitor values. Except for band
4 DL, all required bands can be covered by frequency aperture
tuners. Table.2 provides total radiation efficiency of the tunable
antenna at different bands when the antenna is installed on
the phantom. Similar to their reflection coefficient, sharp
antennas present relatively narrow-band efficiency behavior,
which increases proportionally by frequency. Therefore, the
aperture tuner shifts both resonance and the efficiency peak
at the same time so that the antenna keeps its maximum
efficiency as it changes the operating band. However, band
4 DL is beyond the tunability range. Therefore, the aperture
tuner cannot shift the peak further. Thus, despite increasing
frequency, the efficiency drops in band 4 DL.

Table 2. Measured total efficiency performance of the tunable dual-band
antenna.

Bands 12UL, 17UL 12DL, 17DL 13 20
Efficiency (dB) -14 -14 -13 -13
Bands 4UL 3UL 3DL 4DL
Efficiency (dB) -7.5 -7.5 -7 -8

B. Tunable matching circuits
Matching networks attenuate the unwanted resonances and

contribute to impedance matching process. Due to the strict
requirements in form factor and power consumption, the
design must be carefully optimized. During past years, various
methods for designing impedance matching circuits terminated
by frequency dependent loads have been proposed [14]–[16].
When the number of components is limited, and their values
are bound to a specific range with a defined resolution,
optimization methods are the most accurate method of
obtaining a superior topology and component values. Applying
the same method introduced in [17], three-component tunable
low-pass, and band-pass matching circuits are designed.
Therefore, the components are defined as shown in Fig. 5.
In order to avoid any further resonances, the series element is
set to be either a capacitor or an inductor. Also, the tunable
element is determined to be a combination of the RF switch
and a capacitor placed in a shunt configuration. Capacitors
range from 0.5 pF to 10 pF with the resolution of 0.5 pF, and
inductors range from 0.5 nH to 10 nH in 0.5 nH step sizes.
The algorithm tries each possibility and applies the topology
to the network shown in Fig. 6. After calculating the seen
impedance, the transducer power gain (TPG) of the network
is calculated by Eq.1.

Gt(dB) =

√
4RinRs

(Rin +Rs)2 + (Xin +Xs)2
(1)

Where, Rin and Xin are real and imaginary parts of the input
impedance and Rs and Xs are real and imaginary values of the
feed point. The acquired TPG is compared to the desired gain
behavior, and error values for each of topology are calculated.
In the last phase, the case with the least error value is chosen
as the most optimal topology.

As it is discussed earlier, the resonance of band 4
DL is determined by a matching circuit. Since the design

Figure 5. Component definition for designing low-pass tunable matching with
filtering.

Figure 6. Impedance network of the front-end.

Figure 7. Schematics of the designed tunable matching with filtering for both
high and low bands.

methodology is based on general terms, the process does not
require any additional phases. Similarly, the desired TPG for
4 DL is applied to the code, and related topology matching to
all cases is generated. Fig. 7 demonstrates the schematic of the
designed matching circuits for both high and low bands after
an additional optimization which investigates the best matching
component values within a small offset of selected values.

III. FRONT-END MEASUREMENTS

Fig. 8 demonstrates the implemented small-size platform
which is powered by a battery mounted on the backplate. The
tunable antenna is mounted on top and side of the chassis.
Antenna aperture tuner and matching circuits provide different
states controlled by mechanical switches. The reason for using
such switches is to avoid any unwanted electromagnetic effect
caused by DC circuit of active controlling components such
as microcontrollers on total efficiency. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10
demonstrates the measured input reflection coefficients of the
front-end in low and high bands respectively. A comparison
between input reflection of the front-end and antenna-only
case in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 confirms that front-end presents
tunable impedance matching and decent out-of-band filtering



Figure 8. Implemented front-end on a small-size platform.

Figure 9. Measured input reflection of the front-end in low bands.

Table 3. Measured total efficiency performance of the tunable front-end.

Bands 12UL, 17UL 12DL, 17DL 13 20
Efficiency (dB) -14 -14 -13 -13
Bands 4UL 3UL 3DL 4DL
Efficiency (dB) -10 -10 -10 -14

at the same time. Besides, the platform presents a high-Q
resonance in band 4 DL which verifies the feasibility of the
proposed technique. In a similar setup, the total efficiency
of the front-end is measured. The total efficiency includes
radiation efficiency, mismatch, and conductive loss. Table.3
presents the total efficiency levels for the front-end at different
states. In all measurements, active matching circuits are used.
Also, the platform is installed on (hand) phantom to include
user effect on the performance.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, design, and implementation of small-size
and tunable antenna front-end for LTE-M communication
standard was presented. Due to the limitations caused by small

Figure 10. Measured input reflection of the front-end in high bands.

form factor, reconfigurable antennas in small cellular devices
have a limited tuning range. This fact restricts their global
coverage since covering multiple bands requires either a large
or multiple antennas. This paper proposes to apply antenna
aperture tuner on a dual-band antenna to cover bands 12, 13,
17, 20, 3 and 4 UL by a single dual-band tunable antenna.
Also, for further bands such as 4 DL, it is proposed to produce
the required resonance by the matching circuit. Therefore,
the design includes a dual-band, high-Q, and reconfigurable
antenna in conjunction with tunable low-pass and band-pass
matching circuits so that it can cover a wide range of
cellular bands. In this paper, the feasibility of proposed
solution is proven by use of four different capacitor values in
aperture tuner and matching networks. Band selectivity of the
design can be improved by using wide-range DTCs. Tunable
matching circuits are designed using parameter sweeping
and optimization method to achieve the optimal design.
They contribute to both impedance matching and out-of-band
filtering demonstrating state-of-the-art performance both in
tunability and efficiency with the designed antenna.
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